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   It is dithcult to date precisely the moment silk from the Far East began to play a

role in the social and economic life of Europe. Earliest reference discovered is in

Pliny the Elder's Historia Naturalis. In the course of a diatribe against

extravagances of his time, he bemoans the cost of providing women with jewels,

scents and silk, saying it was too heavy a burden for the Roman Empirei). Ifwe can'

believe nineteenth century French economist J. B. Say, silk'at that time cost even

more than jewels and perfumes, and in the days of the emperors was sold in Rome

at the same price as gold2).

   The Book of Ezechie13), however, suggests that Chinese silk was known and

enjoyed in Europe long before Romans began to conquer the continent and lay the

base of their empire. Phoenicians had close trading contacts with Asia Minor that

expanded rapidly after extension southward to Elana on the Red Sea of the

overland route linking the Mediterranean to Central Asia. From Elana the

products of the East could make the short sea trip to the Egyptian coast, and from

there to Tyre.

     "From Tyre," wrote Say, "these merchandises found their way without

  diMculty along the Mediterranean shores and, in particular, throughout the

  already flourishing and highly civilized Greek world; thence to the Greek colonies

  in Sicily and Southern Italy; to the still primitive and unimportant Romans; to ･

  Etruria, Carthaginia and all its dependencies; to the Greek city of Marseille,

  where in all probability the Gauls came to buy silk and cotton cloth4)."

   Yet during the Greek era, as in Roman times and also in the Early Middle Ages,

the quantities of silk that were imported into Europe must have been relatively

small, which would account for the very high price. Only the wealthiest were able

to purchase it5), but despite the cost the deMand for silk gradually expanded rather

than diminished. In his study of trade in the ancient world, Gilbart has shown that

the demand for silk ,increased in Rome at,the time of Eliogabalo, when it came to be

used not only for luxury vestments for women, but also for menol. "For the first

time in Italy, a Roman prince wore costly silk robes like the potentates of the East,"

wrote one observer7). Even though these tastes were not maintained with the same

extravagance after the death of Eliogabalo, they did not completely disappear and

                                '                                           'demand for silk did not decline. '
   Chinese silk was imported both as yarn and as woven cloth, but the latter was

often unpicked and then reworked with other fibers like wool and linen8), and with
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silver or gold thread, to make the fabric better wearing and precious at the same

time. Thus it was that silk remained a luxury. Along with spices and precious

stones, it was one of the consumer goods that pushed Europe's trading balance with

Asia toward deficit until the eve of the Industrial Revolution. For that reason,

Europe had to export precious metals, silver and gold to Asia to redress the balance
9).

    As Heyd comments: "Of all the goods produced in China, silk was the most

precious and the one that Western merchants sought before all othersiO)." As Heers

,has emphasized, it lay at the base of an amazingly rich trade. On the ships that

carried it, "the lightest part of the cargo was worth more than ten times the price of

Pepperii)."

    It was precisely the prospect of the gains- to be made by obtaining it at source

that led a small number of merchants to attempt the risks of long and exhausting

journeys in search of supplies. Among the first of those who made their way to

China to learn about the'country and its marvels, and to purchase products-above

all raw silk, woven silk fabrics and brocades that cost so dear in Europe-were the

two brothers Nicolo and Matteo Poloi2). Yet it remained rare for merchants to

obtain their supplies so directly, even though certain Genoese merchants did for a

time exploit the difllerence between the prices in the East and those on European

markets by participating in the car'ryjng trade across the Indian Oceani3).

    In the final phases of'the Roman Empire, when the capital of empire was

established in Byzantium, the renamed city of Constantinople quickly became the

place where.the widest varieties of types and colors of silken cloth and yarn could be

found. Constantinople thus inherited the oriental trade and thereafter "played the

role of intermediary in the trade between West and Easti4)." Among other things,

it also controlled the supply of silk for European markets, from which it drew rich

financial and economic advantages. Having previously enriched the Persians, who

for centuries had controlled markets and ports where western merchants came to

buy silks, silk trade in turn proved to be excellent business for Byzantines.

    It is now generally agreed that the fall of the Roman Empire in the West,

attacks by northern barbarians and the political and ethnic redrawing of the

European map that followed, did not seriously affect the manner in which-Europe

was supplied with silk. As has been written: "The economic transition from

Antiquity to Middle Ages was not abrupt, and in general both commercial routes

and markets remained unchanged over timei5)." China continued as principal

source of supply; silk merchants continued to use the same overland routes as those

identified by geographers of the Greek and Roman world; their goods were
deposited on traditional Asia Minor markets. Replacement of earlier ruling classes

by invaders had not changed European habits and tastes.

    Inevitably, though, upheavals that surrounded barbarian invasions and

expansion of Arab powers into the Mediterranean did cause imports of silk to

decline. Just as inevitably, with gradual renewal of the European economy,

consumption of silk began to increase once more, first slowly and then rapidly.
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Between the tenth and eleventh centuries, as European population began to expand

and agriculture became more intensive, trade too was undergoing new expansion.

As a result, luxury goods like silk again acquired importance.

    There was a further factor: Along the shores of Mediterranean, Baltic and

North Seas, expansion of trade was accompanied by rapid increase in size and

number of cities, which provided base for emergence of new social classes and

hierarchies. For the.new burghers, clothing worn for public ceremonies and for

social events of private and public life constituted important symbols of status and

social prestige. Another stimulus for use of silk and silk fabrics came also･from the

revival of Christianity, and in particular construction of churches, chapels and

cathedrals for religious functions.

    From tenth to twelfth century, it was Scandinavians, once they had--in

Pirenne's words-given up making war in favor of trade, who supplied merchants

of the north with Oriental goods, including silki6). This was a result of eastward

expansion that had in earlier centuries carried Scandinavians as far as Crimea, and

of communications they had established. Drawing supplies not only from

Constantinople and Baghdad, but also through Russia by way of Kiev and

Novgorod, Scandinavians were able to provide both for markets of southeastern

Europe and also for those of Baltic and North Seas, thereby reaching England and

Ireland. In this way, silk gradually became a familiar fabric throughout northern

Europe. Erna Patzelt recently pointed out that Arab writer Ibn Fadlan noted the

oriental style of their clothes when describing the Vereghi--or Scandinavians-

whom he encountered on the Volga in 920 A.D. Patzelt has also demonstrated that

clothing of merchants discovered in tombs at Birka, which date from the tenth

century, contain silk fabrics that Geyer described as similar in design and style of

weaving to fabrics produced in Han dynasty silk factories in Chinese Turkistan.

    It was not only in northern Europe that the demand for silk began to increase

during the tenth and twelfth centuries. Once Arab expansion had been checked,

and trading restabilized, that general area again provided marketing opportunities

for Oriental products. With renewed expansion of trade there, an important role

was to be played by Venice, "an isolated outpost of Byzantine civilizationi7), " along

with Genoa and other cities in present-day Italy.

   Among European merchants who purchased silk, Venetians were active along

the Syrian coast, especially at Antioch and Tyrei8), and on the north African coast

from Alexandria to Jaffai9). Genoese soon joined Venetians as frequent visitors to

Byzantium. The Genoese alone then pushed on to find trade in the Black Sea and

beyond, where they established outposts at Caffa in Crimea and at Trebizond and

Tana on the Sea of Azov20). Venice came to control trade with Cyprus and along

the Syrian coast, while Genoa became supreme at Chios and at ports of Turkey and

in the Black Sea. So it was that, with the gradual withdrawal of Scandinavians

from the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries, Venetians and Genoese established

two separate spheres of influence in areas around the Mediterranean. Venetian

trade revolved around two convoy routes from,Beirut and Alexandria that brought
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spices, especially pepper, over which Venetians exercised a virtual monopoly2i), as

wel! as silk22). It was the Genoese, however, who dealt more widely in silk, which

was carried on great galleys together with other goods23). In the closing centuries of

the Middle Ages, Caffa, Trebizond and Tana became final staging posts for

overland trade with Central Asia. Heers has described them as "the capitals of a

real colonial empire". Trebizond was the end of overland routes from Persia,

while Tana lay at the beginning of routes 'that stretched over passes of Afghanistan

down into India as well as those that led across Central Asia to China along the so-

called "Mongol Way". These cities constituted principal outlets for silks from the

East and gave access to markets of the West. With their mighty mercantile fleets in

Black and Caspian seas enabling them to circumvent the intermediation of Muslim

powers, the Genoese were in position to draw rich beriefits for their economy24).

   Of course, Genoa and Venice were not the only Italian cities engaged in trading

silk and other Oriental products, distributing them to wider European markets and

hence enriching themselves. Amalfi coast towns also traded with cities of Asia

Minor, and Liutprand of Cremona says that, after the Venetians, merchants of

Amalfi were the only importers of silk fabrics from Constantinople, where they too

had a substantial commercial settlement25). Wealthy Amalfi merchants also traded

on the coasts of Syria, Palestine and Egypt26), where they purchased silk and other

products of the East for resale in Europe27). There also were many traders from

Gaeta who took part, as well as merchants from Bari. Primarily for political

reasons, though, competition from merchants of Amalfi, Gaeta and Bari was

gradually eliminated, leaving Genoese and Venetians as dominant operators in the

fourteenth century.

    It is worth pointing out that it was not only merchants and sailors who were

engaged in these voyages to Egypt, the Black Sea and other shores of Asia Minor.

At least in the'case of Venice, it was virtually the whole city28}. "Every section of

the Venetian population," Schaube has written, "either took part or had an interest

in trade, and above all in sea-borne trade ... It was uniyersal practice to invest

capital in trading enterprises29)." Much the same can also be said of Genoa, and

Airaldi has said that "in virtually every Genoese family clan, whether large or small,

whether its wealth was new or ancient, there was always one sectiOn of the family

that was delegated to travel either overseas or across the Alps either as a merchant

or as a banker or as a public oMcial, or even as all these things at once30)."

    Because silk was a product that came from far away, both quantity and quality

of supplies that reached the West were determined by the particular political,

weather and public-health conditions that existed along transit routes. Mid-

fifteenth 'century collapse of the Mongol Empire threw the great overland routes of

Central Asia into chaos and paralyzed trade. The devastating campaigns of

Tamerlane at close of the fourteenth century, and the sack of Beirut in 1403 were

disasters for Western trade, and hence for silk. Although Venetians and Genoese

resumed silk trade when the incursions ended, they were forced to accept mediation

of Muslim powers. As a result, they reduced their purchases in the Black Sea while
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concentrating their activities on the Syrian and Egyptian coasts3i).

    Once Genoese and Venetian merchants and sailors acquired silk it was carried

back to their respective cities, and sold from there to principal European

consumers, including those of Scandinavia32), so the silk traveled by land as well as

by sea. In Italy, the prelates ofthe church, princes, courtiers and wealthy burghers

of the Po Valley, from as far as Milan and as far south as Apulia along the Adriatic

coastline obtained their silks from merchants who had purchased them in Venice33).

Cities and regions that lay on the other side of the peninsula, including Piedmont,

gravitated towards silks of Genoa. Central Europe was supplied mainly by land

from Venice. With occasional exceptions, it was not Venetians who carried their

silk north, but German merchants who had been given permission to establish a

factory in Venice34). Venetian merchants were to be found.operating in Hungary in

the fourteenth century, however, and selling silk imported from the Orient35).

   Genoese sold their silk directly in France, Flanders and England36), reaching

these markets by land and by sea and carrying large supplies to ports of southern

France, in particular.

   The most common way for distributing European and Oriental products was

through trade fairs. Europe was covered by a patchwork of markets and fairs,

usually held in autumn or at the end of winter. Varying in length and importance,

some being international in character and others more localized, these fairs brought

together widely separated merchants attracted by a variety of inceritives .and fiscal

advantages. Many of these fairs gained･ such fame, through their variety and

multiplicity of goods, that they attracted inerchants from across the continent. To

France's Champagne Faire during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Venetian

and Genoese merchants thronged in large numbers, sailing in convoys protected by

armed galleys and laden with Oriental spices and silks37). Goods sold at fairs found

their ways into workshops qnd warehouses of principal European cities, and from

there to their eventual consumers. In this fashion, silk that had been produced,

spun and woven in China found its way across Europe and into both great and

lesser urban centers, wherever there were families whose means permitted them to

purchase it and whose status required the symbolic adornment it provided38).

   From what we have said, it is clear that Chinese silk over the centuries played a

part in expanding opportunities of employment and social change, thereby
contributing directly to the process of economic, social and political exPansion in

Europe. It should be added that its indirect contribution was scarcely less

important. Although first developed and established in China, silk became a

European product and in time was to make the economic fortunes of a number of

European countries, and above all of many Italian states.

   As early as the tenth century, Scandinavians searching for refined Chinese silks

had discovered in Byzantium, Kiev and elsewhere a more common silk known as

"Bisanzio," which Greeks were using to make golden brocades39). If Procopius of

Cesarea is to be believed, by the time of Justinian the Byzantine world had learned

the secrets of silk production and was able not only to cultivate silkworms but also
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to produce silk fabrics and export them West. Over the following centuries, secrets

of silk production spread rapidly to a number of European countries. After
Byzantium, mulberries and silkworm cultivatibn spread initially to lands held by

Arabs. Sicily was among the first regions to be involved because, as tradition has

it, a number of Byzantine silk weavers sought refuge there. Other regions in which

Arabs were responsible for diffUsion of silk production were Andalusia and the

Kingdom of Granada40).

   In twelfth century Sicily, Ruggero II not only protected and encouraged silk,

production; he built a royal silk factory in Palermo next to the royal palace. When

Mezzogiorno was annexed to Sicily, silk production spread there as wel14i). Such

was the progress achieved in Sicily that, as Doren wrote: "The royal silk factory in

Palermo and its wonderful products were celebrated jn most marveled terms by

Edrisi and Ugo Falcando"42). In the thirteenth century, Frederick II established a

monopoly over silk production in each region of what is now southern Italy to

encourage and protect the industry, and entrusted its management to Jews of Trani
43).

   During the fourteenth century, production of silk also spread north from Sicily

and Mezzogiorno, particularly to Lucca in Tuscany-although it is not clear from

the sources whether the Luccan industry started at that time or had earlier grown

out of ninth century Luccan trade in'ports of Syria"). During the fourteenth

century, however, Luccan craftsmen set up workshops in other Tuscan cities45), like

Arezzo, Siena and Florence and in more northerly cities like Genoa46), Bologna and

Venice. Although Luccan craftsmen did not keep the secrets of spinning, weaving

and dyeing silk to themselves, transmitting them freely wherever they went, those

other cities,did not follow production models established at Lucca. Instead they

developed their own specialties. Venice, for example, became･famous for its heavy

brocades, while Lucca and Florence specialized in lighter silk fabrics47), and Genoa

in velvets and gilded brocades48). At the end of the fifteenth century, as a result of

encouragement by Aragonese rulers, the silk industry was also established in

Naples, where the most famous product was to be its black silks.

   Silk trade had already set in, motion huge sums of .capital and stimulated

expansion of a variety of forms of employment stretching from workers in

shipyards, makers of nails and timbers for shipbuilding and oar-making, sail'

make'rs, sailors and shipmasters to capitaljsts who financed voyages and insured

against risks-not to mention all the porters, warehouse keepers and carters who

loaded and unloaded vessels. As the silk.industry･continued to spread, creating

new forms of employment directly related to production, it also expanded ancillary

functions relating to selling and marketing. The･process of producing silk did not

end in the workshops, but continued in retajl shops and workers' houses49).

   As in the case of other textile industries, silk workers were gradually organized

into guilds. Although created to deal with production problems of artisans in

workshops, guilds soon began to play an ･important role in civic life, and their

representatives-the Consuls of the Silk Guilds-exercised great infiuence in city

h
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politics. '   Silkworkers' shops, whether engaged in spinning or weaving, also acted as

schools where apprentices and journeymen acquired the rank of master only after

years of training and passing practical tests of spinning or weaving demanded by

guild othcials50). Once established as qualified master, the young silkworker could

either go into partnership with another master or open his own workshop,

providing the guild gaVe its consent. Nonetheless, in both northern and southern

Italy, as its products becatne established and sought after, the silk industry quickly

became a capitalist industry in the sense that production was organized and directed

not by silkworkers but by merchants. It was the merchants who supplied craftsmen

with capital in the form of raw materials arid spinning wheels and looms needed for

production, and who placed orders both in workshops and among-domestic and

rural spinners5i). Except in the case of weavers, the corporate structure of

production thus gradually declined.

   As a result, there were tens of thousands of individuals employed in spinning,

weaving and dyeing silk in Genoa, Tuscany, Venice and Naples,' not including the

land and peasants engaged in cultivating mulberries and silkworms in many regions

of the peninsula. It should also be said that many Italian states adopted varying

forms of protective measures for their own industries. Venice banned the import

of any type of woven silk, except for new types or designs of which the native

industry wanted to copy52).

    The great progress mqde by the silk industry in Italy meant that its products

were widely in demand, and its greatest expansion occurred dUring the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. Although less fine than Chinese silk, which continued to' be

imported mainly in raw or spun form to be woven on Italian lopms, Italian silks

Were exported across Europe in large quantities. Most typical Italian products--

velvets, brocades, damasks, light and heavy silks, gold and silver embroidered silk

cloths----were widely in demand.

    In the late seventeenth century, Italian silk cloth was highly valued arid sought

after at Cracow in Poland. From there, much of it found its way,to fairs of other

cities and towns in eastern and northern Europe53). Yet silks that reached Poland

did not all come from Venice, Florence and Lucca-Mazzei has recently shpwn that

Neapolitan silk was also exported there54). It is worth adding that Italian silk cloth

was also exported back toward the East; Portuguese found quantities of damasks

from Lucca at Calcutta55).

    The silk industry also spread to other European countries. As we have seen,

Arabs had brought it to Spain. The industry did so well there56) that, by the early

seventeenth century, Spanish were forced to adopt protective measures against

Neapolitan competition57). The Spanish silk industry disappeared however in the

general process of decline that overwhelmed the Spanish economy. In France, on

the other hand, the silk industry had a different fortune. From the early sixteenth

century, after decline of the Champagne fairs, Lyons became a main center for

trade fairs in France and also principal market for Italian merchants. As Gasoon
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acknowledged, Lyons became "the port of entry for the silk cloths and raw silk and

other luxury goods produced by the Italian cities, which accounted for two-thirds of

all imPorts58)." In 1536, a silk guild was formed in Lyons and production there

expanded gradually over the course of the century, giving the city's silk industry

supremacy over the French market. In the seventeenth century, it was ready to

conquer European markets.

   However, such success was building its own bad news. A direct consequence

of expanding silk production in Italy, France and Spain was that prices began to

fallS9). "The price of silk fabric," noted Storch with reference to the seventeenth

century, "had already been falling in previous centuries, not so much as a factor of

the increasing perfection of production but rather as result of the fact that raw

material was becoming increasingly available in Europe." France, which during

the reign of Henry IV (1589-1610) produced virtually no raw silk, was by the end of

the century producing between two and three million libres each year. At the same

time, imports of raw silk from the East-China, Persia and India--had also

increased markedlyiO). -

   One of the factors that lay behind growth in silk production had been the

almost silent, but widespread, adoption of a major technological innovation. The

gr6wing use of water-driven spinning machines had brought about a general

transformation from manual to mechanical spinning. It is still not clear when

water-powered spinning was introduced and by whom6i), but mechanical spinning

was widely adopted in Tuscany in the seventeenth century and from there spread to

Bologna and Venice. Driven by a mill race, the hydraulic spinning mill performed

three revolutions every minute and thereby greatly intensified production of spun

silk, simultaneously reducing its cost62). Even more important was the fact that

utilization of water power caused the silk industry to move from cities into

countryside, creating supplementary employment for rural populations, and in

particular for women. The much lower cost of this rural and female labor63),

especially in the earlier stages of production-silkworm cultivation, and the reeling,

throwing and spinning of raw silk-brought a bonus to the burgeoning industry's

capitalists.

   At the same time-unfortunately for Italians and especially for Venetians-

they were increasingly obliged to abandon the final and most profitable phases of

silk production because these were proving uncompetitively costly in the face of

French competition64). Over the course of the seventeenth century, silk industries

of Naples, Genoa and Tuscany became weaker, while that of Venice turned more

and more to production of spun silk, which was exported unworked to France.

The French industry was meanwhile producing great varieties of fabrics and

designs, enabling it to gain command of European markets. Silk became France's

leading export commodity.

   At the start of the century, even England had become a principal customer of

France's silk merchants despite earlier effbrts by Elizabeth I to establish a silk-

weaving industry in her realm65). By the close of the century, however, France was
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playing an unwitting part in establishing a British silk industry. In 1685, when

Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes of 1598, which had given French Huguenots

a measure of religious freedom, approximately 400,OOO of these Protestants were

forced into exile. While many of them went to Holland and Germany, large
numbers found their way to London, where eastern districts of the city, particularly

Spitalfields, became base for an important silk industry. The English government

quickly freed itself of imports from France: In 1697, it banned all foreign silk

imports; in 1700, the same prohibition was extended to Indian and Persian silks66).

    European silk prices continued to fall steadily as silk production rose. In 1801

it was calculated that, in relation to gold, the price of silk was 62 times less than it

had been in the days of Ancient Rome67). This fal1 in prices of course'served to

increase consumption.

    During the eighteenth century and greater part of the nineteenth century, the

silk industry went into steady decline in Spain as well as in other European

countries. In Britain, it was gradually losing its margin to a growing cotton

industry. Yet in France it continued to fiourish.

    As France, and in particular Paris, became the center of world fashion and

luxury industries,, the silk industry had ample opportunities for extending the range

and type of its products. The general rise in western European living standards

' that resulted from the Industrial Revolution also enabled the industry to increase

capital investment and employment.

    Although the silk industry gradually disappeared from southern and central

regions of Italy, it survived into the mid-nineteenth century in Piedmont,

Lombardy and the Veneto. Even there it was 1argely devoted to primary
production, and only Lombardy continued to produce silk cloth.

    This,uneven process of development was seriously interrupted in 1854 when a

previously unknown disease began to blight both silkworms and mulberry trees,

causing massive damage especially in France68). Later in the nineteenth century,

the silk industry began to' show new signs of expansion. This growth was

particularly marked in 'Italy. Out of total European production of raw silk

estimated at five million kilograms per year, 3.6 million came from Italy. Since

world production was estimated at 21 million kilograms, Italy alone was producing ･

one-seventh ofthe total and therefore more than Japan. In short, Italy was second

largest silk producer in the world, after China, and largest in Europe69).

    This late nineteenth century recovery was due mainly to replacement of
diseased cocoons with new Japanese "green cocoons". By the end of the century,

Italian silks were not only able to withstand French competition but in many sectors

were superior in quality and intricacy of design as well as being much cheaper. Silk

industries of Europe and North America then became increasingly dependent on

Italy, which continued to work not only its own raw silks but also those imported

from China.

    In 1890 Italy, 5,246 towns and villages were engaged in silk production, and

more than 600,OOO people were employed in cultivation of silkworms. There were
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1 ,401 workshops engaged in silk reeling alone, using48s956 steam vats and a further

5,632 fired vats and employing about 100,OOO men, women.and children. There

were also 500 silk-twisting shops, with more･than a million and a half spindles and

about 50,OOO workers. A further 17 workshops were engaged in carding and

spinning waste,' employing 34,OOO more spindles. and about 3,500 workers70).

   Increasingly concentrated around Milan and other northern cities, silk

remained the most important industry･in Italy. Silk served to stimulate not only

agriculture and other forms of industrial production; it propelled banking, trade,

insurance and transportation7i). All this happened while European imports of raw

silk from China maintained a constant level (between three and four million

kilograms per annum). Although France had largely abandoned silkworm
cultivation and the primary phases of reeling and twisting raw silk by the end of the

century, and showed no sign of attempting to revive "silk cultivation to its former

splendours," it still retained its supremacy in the final phases of production. "In

the weaving of silk ... it was acknowledged ... France still occupies the first place

among all the nations of the world"72).,

   Although we have spoken rnainly of increases in the volume of production and

in range of products, it should be remembered that the silk industry also shared in

technological development that was taking place throughout industry, and
especially in textile sectors. From early nineteenth century the silk industry had

begun to employ mechanical spinning mills and looms. Then it moved from water-

powered to steam-powered and finally to eleetric-powered machinery. Wide use

was also made of innovations in the chemical industry, especially in dye stuffs, as

well as of new printing and stamping techniques. In both Italy and France, this

constant process of technological development had the result that production

became increasingly centralized and that women replaced men in the work force.

By- the time of World War I, the technological revolution in silk production had

been completed.

   On the eve of that confiagrationi Italy was no longer primarily an exporter of

spun and raw silk for the finishing industries of France and North America. Its

output of silk fabrics had increased to the extent that it exceeded the capacity of

domestic production and required growing imports. Whereas in 1890 Italy had

exported 14 tons of silk cloth, in 1916 the exports of woven silk amounted to 3,852

tons73). In barely 25 years the Italian silk industry had made giant steps forward,

enabling it to contest France's now traditional primacy despite the developments

that had occurred in the' same period in Germany and Switzerland.

   Through the trade and manufacture of this commodity that originated in

China, both Europe in general and Italy in particular had succeeded in creating

major opportunities for investment and employment which brought material well-

being to a number of different social classes, while serving to elevate the taste for

refinement and beauty both in dress and in furnishings-a step forward, in other

words, toward a more refined civilization.
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